Methods for presenting and visualising electrocardiographic data: From temporal signals to spatial imaging.
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a recording of the electrical activity of the heart. It is commonly used to non-invasively assess the cardiac activity of a patient. Since 1938, ECG data has been visualised as 12 scalar traces (known as the standard 12-lead ECG). Although this is known as the standard approach, there has been a myriad of alternative methods proposed to visualise ECG data. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of these methods and to introduce the field of ECG visualisation to early stage researchers. A scientific purpose is to consider the future of ECG visualisation within routine clinical practice. This paper structures the different ECG visualisation methods using four categories, i.e. temporal, vectorial, spatial and interactive. Temporal methods present the data with respect to time, vectorial methods present data with respect to direction and magnitude, spatial methods present data in 2D or 3D space and interactive methods utilise interactive computing to facilitate efficient interrogation of ECG data at different levels of detail. Spatial visualisation has been around since its introduction by Waller and vector based visualisation has been around since the 1920s. Given these approaches have already been given the 'test of time', they are unlikely to be replaced as the standard in the near future. Instead of being replaced, the standard is more likely to be 'supplemented'. However, the design and presentation of these ECG visualisation supplements need to be universally standardised. Subsequent to the development of 'standardised supplements', as a requirement, they could then be integrated into all ECG machines. We recognise that without intuitive software and interactivity on mobile devices (e.g. tablet PCs), it is impractical to integrate the more advanced ECG visualisation methods into routine practice (i.e. epicardial mapping using an inverse solution).